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Abstract

The design process of 3D mechanical metamaterials is still an emerging field and in this paper, we propose for the
first time, a new design and optimisation approach based on 3D projections of 4D geometries (4-polytopes) and
evolutionary algorithms. We find that through iterative parametric optimisation, 4-polytope projected mechanical
metamaterials can be optimised to achieve both high specific stiffness and high specific yield strengths. Samples
manufactured using a low-stereolithography method were tested in compression. We find that optimised tesseracts
(8-cell structures) had a higher specific yield strength (22.8 kNm/kg) than that of honeycomb structures tested out-of-
plane (19.4 kNm/kg) and a specific stiffness of (0.68 MNm/kg) which is more than 3-fold that of gyroid structures.
The compressive strength to solid-modulus ratio of the 8-cell tesseract is very high (3×10−3), exceeding that of out-of-
plane honeycombs, which are themselves closer in value to 5-cell pentatopes (2×10−3). 8-cell and 5-cell structures are
in the region of one order of magnitude higher than 16-cell and 24-cell structures (∼ 2×10−4−8×10−4) and are hence
comparable to nanostructured metamaterials. The 8-cell tesseracts are 18% stiffer, 43% stronger, and 19% tougher in
compression than out-of-plane honeycomb structures, but unlike honeycombs, 8-cell tesseracts are 3D structures with
cubic symmetry. Architecture has a profound effect on the relative consistency of properties with cubically symmetric
structures displaying the greatest levels of consistency in terms of both strength and stiffness reduction as a function
of pore space. The results presented in this paper showcase the potential of this new class of mechanical metamaterial
based on 3D projected 4-polytopes.

Keywords: Machine learning, Genetic Algorithm, Mechanical Metamaterial, Cellular Solids, 3D printing,
Parametric Optimisation

1. Introduction

Mechanical metamaterials are artificial structures designed to enhance a chosen material property or behaviour.
This is achieved through the manipulation of internal substructures to enable a calculated mechanical response that
goes beyond the ordinary response of the base material. Common examples include metamaterials with auxetic be-
haviour [1, 2, 3], with an enhanced compressive response [4, 5], with high energy absorption capacity [6, 7] and with
high stiffness and strength properties [8, 9, 10, 11]. Relatively recent advancements in additive manufacturing tech-
nologies have accelerated our capacity to manufacture and test mechanical metamaterials, which were previously too
expensive, complex or cumbersome to produce. This in turn has created a new avenue for the exploration of complex
metamaterial substructures using AI and optimisation approaches [12, 13, 14, 15]. Meta-structure optimisation meth-
ods have previously employed finite element analysis (FEA) as a basis for structure-property enhancements [16, 17].
These include non-linear programming [18], gradient-descent [19, 20, 21], Bayesian optimisation [22, 23], deep learn-
ing [24, 25] and various evolutionary algorithms [26, 27, 28, 29, 30] as a basis for the optimisation frameworks. These
optimisation frameworks rely on topology [31, 3, 17, 25] and parametric design approaches [22, 26, 32, 33, 34, 5]
to alter the arrangement of metamaterial lattices [23, 4], chiral structures [34, 32] and thin-walled cellular solids
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[6, 7, 8]. While there are a few reports detailing the design of mechanical metamaterials based on fractal substructures
[35, 36, 37, 34], 3D projections of 4th dimensional geometries (4-polytopes, or, polychorons) have not as yet been
considered as baselines for the design of novel, structural mechanical metamaterials. Yet, a 3D projection of a 4th
dimensional geometry (4-polytope) is inherently fractal in its construction, with increased fractalisation arising as a
function of any additional nth dimension integer of an n-polytope. 3D projections of 4-polytopes are essentially geo-
metrical structures that are 4D projections of 3D polyhedra. Their self-repeating, fractal, substructures are hierarchical
in nature and potentialise mechanical suitability in structural applications, where the coupling of lightweightness and
load bearing is desired [34, 38, 35]. Due to their geometrical symmetry and self-repeating features when projected
as 3D structures, 4-polytopes have been of interest in aesthetic design and can be seen in some patterned materials,
ornaments and creative sculptures [39, 40, 41]. While there also are numerous reports on the more technical utility of
4-polytopes, for example as space discretising finite elements [42, 43, 44, 45], and even one as an additively manu-
factured high-porosity potential bone replacement material [46], Choi and Lee [47] provide the only report detailing
relationships between the porosity and stiffness, and the porosity and strength of hypercubes, or, tesseracts. In their
work, they discuss the strength and stiffness of strut-based hypercubes in terms of
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respectively, where E, σ and ρ are the Young’s modulus, the strength in compression and the density, respectively. The
symbols ∗ and s represent the hypercube including pore space, and the bulk constituent solid material, respectively.
C, D, a and b are constants and it should be noted that in their paper, both a and b are values > 1, indicating that the
variation in mechanical properties with pore space is nonlinear. There is an obvious gap in knowledge concerning the
development of 4-polytope projected mechanical metamaterials, which this paper aims to address. The work presented
herein considers the suitability of 4-polytope projections as basal structures for the development of novel mechanical
metamaterials. The contributions from this work are two-fold as it introduces a new class of metamaterial and pro-
poses an optimisation and metamaterial design framework based on a single-objective genetic algorithm. Firstly, to
the best of our knowledge, this paper pioneers the adoption of 4D polytope theory in mechanical metamaterial design.
Secondly, we introduce a design and simulation framework featuring a genetic-algorithm-based parametric optimi-
sation methodology that can be used to enhance a chosen mechanical property. In this paper, our objective function
focusses on maximising specific stiffness. Our concurrent interest is to determine how a focus on maximising specific
stiffness via stored energy principles, might affect other mechanical properties of optimised 3D projected 4-polytopes.

2. Methods

2.1. Design of 4-polytope projected structures

Four regular convex 4-polytopes were considered in this paper, as baseline geometries for the design of advanced
mechanical metamaterial architectures. These are shown in Figure 1 as 5-cell (pentatope), 8-cell (tesseract), 16-cell
(orthoplex) and 24-cell (octaplex) structures. As can be seen in this figure, Schlegel diagrams were used to project
the 4D geometry as a perspective in 3D space. The method essentially reduces a 4-polytope from 4D to 3D by taking
a single projection of the geometry and displaying it as a wire-frame in 3D space (3D projected 4-polytope, or, 4-
polytope projection). Each one of the four wire-frame representations of the 4-polytopes shown in Figure 1 was used
to develop a single metamaterial unit cell by taking the wire-frame edges and vertices to define the geometry of the
thin-walled metamaterials. As the wire-frame rendering of the 4-polytopes only provides a geometrical silhouette,
the thin-wall features were rendered to match the boundaries of the 4-polytope cell projection as closely as possible.
This ensured that the generated thin-walled structures had multiple planes of geometrical symmetry (cubic symmetry
of a single cell). The wire-frame structures and their equivalent thin-walled unit cells are shown in Figure 1. The
unit cells designed using this approach provide a lot of design flexibility in terms of the structural parameters. As the
wire-frame representation only illustrates the location of the 4-polytope vertices and edges in the Euclidean space,
adding thickness to a wire-frame structure allows for the generation of multiple thin-walled metamaterial geometries
that originate from the same 4-polytope projection. Additionally, the depth of the perspective can be changed which
keeps the same symmetry of the unit cell but results in shrinking or enlarging of the geometrical primitive in the
middle of each cell (e.g. the inner cube in the 8-cell). Therefore, by changing the parameters such unit cell wall
thickness and the internal geometry angles, the core geometrical shape of the 4-polytope projection is maintained and
numerous metamaterial unit cell geometries are generated. As an example, the 5-cell structure was defined using 10
parameters that could be varied to alter the geometrical features in terms of size and shape.
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Figure 1: Wire-frame Schlegel diagrams (perspective projection) of regular convex 4-polytopes (top) and the 4-polytope projections designed using
the wireframe diagrams (bottom).

Drain holes were introduced to ensure compatibility with the low force stereolithography (LFS) additive manufac-
turing process to allow for a free flow of resin around and inside the thin-walled structures during the printing process.
Design parameters for each of the unit cells are shown in Figure 2 and these are described in greater detail in Table 1.
By using this parametric approach to design, the generation of unit cell structures could be automated, as could any
geometrical adjustments necessary in response to loading. The exterior dimensions of a unit cell were not varied as
unit cells had to form arrays and these were thus defined by fitting a unit cell into a bounding box cube with an edge
length of 10mm. This ensured that the unit cells could be stacked in linear arrays to form larger structures comprised
of identical repeating unit cells.

Figure 2: Parametric design approach to 4-polytope projected metamaterial design. Adjustable parameters are marked in letters for each structure.

2.2. Unit cell simulation and parametric optimisation

Finite element analyses were conducted using Abaqus/Implicit (Dassault Systémes) to determine the properties of
each of the 3D projected 4-polytopes subjected to compressive elasto-plastic loading. The compressive mechanical
properties of a Formlabs Clear Resin were input into the model as follows: Young’s modulus = 2.03 GPa, Poisson’s
ratio = 0.38 and density = 1.164g/cm3. When the model reaches its compressive yield strength, σy, of 72.28 MPa,
it undergoes strain softening behaviour over the plastic region of the stress-strain curve, which was approximated as
σy = 44.99 × ϵ−0.142

y , where ϵy is yield strain. The Newton-Raphson method was used with an implicit solver as
it allowed for variable size time increments that were well suited to the simulation problem, providing an accurate
solution whilst minimising computational time as compared to an explicit solver. Boundary conditions were applied to
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Table 1: Parametric design variables for 5, 8, 16 and 24-cell designs as illustrated in Figure 2.
5-cell 8-cell 16-cell 24-cell
A Drain hole distance A Drain hole round radius A Drain hole distance A Drain hole distance
B Drain hole radius B Drain hole radius B Drain hole radius B Drain hole radius
C Corner distance C Inner edge round radius C Inner triangle size C Inner triangle size
D Inner wall thickness D Inner cube size D Inner wall thickness D Inner triangle round
E Corner wall thickness E Outer wall thickness E Outer shell width E Projection angle
F Outer corner round F Inner cube wall thickness F Outer shell round F Outer shell round
G Inner triangle size G Outer edge round radius G Outer shell width G Inner wall thickness
H Outer shell thickness H Middle wall thickness
I Outer shell width I Outer wall thickness
J Outer shell round

one quarter of each of the 3D projected 4-polytope unit cells, thus taking advantage of the geometrical symmetries to
lessen the computational expense. The modelled sections were considered central cells within blocks of neighbouring
cells and as such, the outer surfaces of each unit cell were ascribed symmetry boundary conditions about the planes
located at the outermost faces of the unit cells, i.e. the interfaces of adjacent unit cells, Figure 3. As can be observed
in this figure, symmetry boundaries were assigned about the inner X (black dashed line) and Z (yellow dashed line)
planes. The bottom surface of each unit cell was assigned an encastre boundary condition (U1 = U2 = U3 = UR1 =
UR2 = UR3 = 0), where U is translation in axes 1, 2 and 3 and UR is rotation about axes 1, 2 and 3. A displacement
condition was assigned to the upper surface of each unit cell to a maximum unit cell compressive strain of 0.08. A
tetrahedral mesh element (C3D10) was chosen to discretise the structures. A free meshing technique was used as it
was found to be the most flexible for meshing when compared against structured and swept meshing approaches. The
mesh density was chosen based on a mesh convergence study carried out for each of the 3D projected 4-polytope
models, and a mesh growth rate of 1.05 was consequently used to obtain evenly sized elements. Remeshing was
introduced by seeding the edges of the geometry. A minimum constraint of three elements across the thinnest feature
was implemented and the number of elements increased as the size of any particular geometrical feature increased.
This resulted in a mesh density that was fine enough to capture the through-thickness response of the thin-walled
features, whilst keeping the number of elements in each model to a minimum.

With the unit cell simulations set up, the optimisation framework was built to automate exploration of the design
space. Manufacturing constraints were incorporated to avoid exploring structures that could not be produced using the
low force stereolithography prototyping method. Two constraints were implemented, namely: (1) minimum thin wall
thickness, which was constrained by the force required to peel the print off the resin tank between each layer printing
and (2) minimum drain hole diameter, which was limited by the resin viscosity to allow sufficient flow rate and
hence draining of hollow chambers within the thin-walled structures. Therefore to reduce the overall computational
time, structures with features that were too small to produce, or, which resulted in suction cups (concave features
restricting resin flow around the printed part causing failed prints) were excluded from the design space exploration.
The manufacturing approach is further discussed in Section 2.3.

The 5, 8, 16 and 24-cell 4-polytope projections were optimised for specific stiffness, E
ρ

, where E is the elastic
modulus of the structure in compression, and ρ is the apparent density of the structure. This was achieved by com-
bining the finite element simulations with an evolutionary algorithm based optimisation approach. The core of the
framework is a single metamaterial unit cell simulated in compression using the design parameters, described in Fig-
ure 2 and Table 1, as inputs for the FE analysis, and strain energy, U, and mass of the total structure, m, measures as
outputs from the simulation. When run, the optimisation algorithm adjusts the input design parameters and iterates
the simulation process to determine a final structure exhibiting the highest specific stiffness, which in its simplest form
is expressed in Equation 1, where V is the total volume of the structure and σ is the 1st Piola-Kirchhoff stress and
Ue is the elastic strain energy. The evolutionary algorithm employed to avoid brute force explorations of the design
space was a single-objective genetic algorithm (GA). The parametric design variables for each consecutive generation
of unit cell designs were based on the stored solutions of simulation results from preceding runs. The purpose of the
GA was to find a unit cell arrangement demonstrating the highest specific stiffness properties in compression. The
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Figure 3: Boundary conditions of FEA models for 5, 8, 16, 24-cell metamaterial cells (top) and equivalent 4-polytope based unit cells (bottom).
The outer surfaces of a unit cell were prescribed symmetry boundary conditions about the X and Z planes located at the interface between the two
adjacent cells. A quarter of each unit cell was modelled by using the internal symmetry planes which are marked in yellow (symmetry about a
plane Z) and black (symmetry about a plane X) dashed lines with encastre boundary condition at a bottom and displacement resulting in a unit cell
compressive strain of 0.08 at the top of the cell.

objective function was formulated using Ue as an output to satisfy the objective function and is computed according
to Equation 2. Here, Ve is the volume of an element, n is the number of elements in a model, σi j is the stress tensor
of an element, and ϵi j is the elastic strain tensor of an element. The process is completed when the objective function
is realised, which here, is defined by the strain energy and mass measure outputs from the FE simulations as these
parameters are to determine the final value of E

ρ
. The process is iterated multiple times to assess the wide range of

possible designs and to source the structure exhibiting the maximum E
ρ

value. The algorithm then makes use of the
output from finite element analyses to evaluate the existing population of the metamaterial structures, selecting the
best performing designs and subsequently using crossover and mutation to generate a new population. These steps
were executed multiple times until a stop-criterion was met and the near optimum design was found. A schematic
flow diagram of the algorithm is shown in Figure 4.

E
ρ
=

(
σ2V
2Ue

) (m
V

)−1
(1)

Ue =

n∑
e=1

Ve ·

∫ ϵi j

0
σi jdϵi j (2)

The GA set up used a population size of 28, the choice of which was based on the number of genes, simulation
complexity, and available parallel processing units. The absolute number of generations was set to 50, however, the
optimisation had a built in stop-criterion which was activated when the results showed no improvement over the next
20% of the total generation number from the best solution. This stop-criterion was built in to reduce the computational
costs of the optimisation and therefore reduce the design time. Each of the four structures presented herein reached the
stop-criterion in under 756 design iterations. Crossover probability, mutation probability, and crossover and mutation
distribution indices were set to 0.9, 1/q, 10 and 20, respectively, where q is the number of parametric design variables.
GA parameter tuning was not carried out for this design problem as it was deemed beyond the scope of this paper and
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of genetic algorithm used in the optimisation framework.

the values were chosen to fit a universal design problem based on previously available knowledge [13]. The algorithm
parameters chosen for this optimisation problem are summarised in Table 2.

Table 2: Summary of the parameters used in genetic algorithm set-up.
GA parameters:
Population size 28
Abs. no. of generations 50
Crossover probability 0.9
Mutation probability* 1/q
Crossover distribution index 10
Mutation distribution index 20
Stopping criteria no improvement in last 20% of gen.
*q is the number of design variables

2.3. Manufacture

Experimental samples were manufactured using a photoreactive thermoseting resin (Clear V4) developed for low
force stereolithography (LFS) 3D printing by Formlabs. The samples were printed using a Form 3 printer and the
unit cells discussed in Section 2.1 were stacked to create an array comprising 5 × 5 × 5 unit cells. Each specimen
thence consisted of 125 unit cells and had the external dimensions of 50 × 50 × 50 mm. The Form 3 printer layer
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height was set to 25µm. After the 3D printing process, the samples were washed in isopropyl alcohol using a Form
Wash to ensure that uncured resin was removed from the samples. Samples were then post-cured in a Form Cure at
60◦C in a UV light chamber for 30 minutes to increase the stability and strength of the parts, as suggested by the resin
manufacturer. The samples were found to have high dimensional accuracy when compared against the CAD models,
with a deviation of less than 0.3%. The weight of the structures was consistent between the same geometry samples,
however, these can vary between the different unit cell design samples due to areas of uncured or partially-cured resin
not being accessible for washing as a result of the complex internal unit cell geometries. Accumulated resin that
cannot be washed can therefore be cured during the post-curing process of the specimens, which can consequently
increase the total weight of the structures and which may also alter the shape of the solid features. To circumvent
this problem, the washing procedure was adjusted for each specimen type so as to minimise the resin residue inside
the specimens. The weight variation, ∆w, of the final cured specimens compared to the expected weight computed
from the CAD model volumes was calculated as ∆w =

(wsample

wCAD
− 1

)
, where wsample is the measured weight of the cured

sample and wCAD is the calculated weight of the sample based on the product of the computed CAD model volume
and the cured density of Clear V4 resin. ∆w was thus found to be 0.075, 0.076, 0.13 and 0.12 for the 5-cell, 8-cell,
16-cell and 24-cell samples, respectively.

Figure 5: Representative compressive test specimens with a 5 × 5 × 5 3D projected 4-polytope unit cell array: (a) 5-cell, (b) 8-cell, (c) 16-cell and
(d) 24-cell, and additional structures used as ‘comparative experimental controls’ also in a 5× 5× 5 array: (e) gyroid and (f) hexagonal honeycomb
(tested in the out-of-plane direction).

Sets of 5 × 5 × 5 honeycomb and gyroid samples were additionally manufactured as a means of comparing the
mechanical behaviour and properties of 3D projected 4-polytopes against more commonly researched cellular solid
structures. The same resin and manufacturing technique was used as described for the 4-polytope projections, and
representatives of each are shown in Figure 5. 3D printed honeycomb samples had a cell size of 8.5mm, wall thickness
of 0.5mm, sample thickness of 30mm, volume fraction of 12.24% and an apparent density of 144 kg/m3. The gyroid
samples were designed using a sinusoidal curve with an amplitude of 5.5mm and period of 20mm. The wall thickness
was 0.5mm, which resulted in a sample volume fraction of 7.68% and an apparent density of 89 kg/m3.
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2.4. Mechanical testing

An Instron 3369 mechanical test machine with a load cell of 50kN was used to test the samples in compression
between two horizontal compression platens. Strain measurements were taken using a 2D digital image correlation
technique (Imetrum DIC system with 1400 × 1000 resolution at 17.8fps). The strain measurements were taken across
both vertical and horizontal outermost faces of the nine surface unit cells in the middle of the 5×5 metamaterial cell
array, and were averaged to obtain strains in the axial and the transverse directions. Although the measurements were
taken on the outermost surfaces of the specimen, this approach ensured that the output strain values were less affected
by free surface effects at the boundaries of the samples. Five specimens, manufactured in the same manner, were
tested for each of the 4-polytope projected metamaterials, as well as for each of the gyroid and honeycomb structures
(tested out-of-plane). All samples were tested at a ramp rate of 10mm/min, a rate at which cured neat resin exhibits
Hookean behaviour under deformation.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Simulation results

As discussed in Section 2.2, the simulation-based optimisation framework generated a set of metamaterial struc-
tures for each 3D projected 4-polytope geometry. The performance of each was assessed and ranked according to the
objective function, which evaluated the specific stiffness of each structure. Figure 6 summarises the performance of
four sets of 4-polytope projected geometries and illustrates the incremental progression of each at different stages of
the optimisation process. The colours in the bar chart represent the specific stiffness of (i) an unoptimised structure
(0%), (ii) 33% of full optimisation, (iii) 67% of full optimisation and (iv) a fully optimised (100%) structure. As the
algorithm explores the design space, the specific stiffness of the structures can be seen to increase for each of the
3D projected 4-polytopes. The performance enhancement between the unoptimised and fully optimised structures
are 64.74%, 38.40%, 137.12% and 78.18% for the 5-cell, 8-cell, 16-cell and 24-cell metamaterial structures. The
metamaterial structure with the highest specific stiffness at 100% optimisation is found to be the 8-cell, followed by
the 5-cell, 16-cell and 24-cell, in that order. Since the 8-cell also has the lowest level of post-optimisation improve-
ment when compared to the other structures, it shows that the 3D projected tesseract is already a highly advanced 3D
projection with excellent properties of stiffness against density.

Figure 6: Increases in specific stiffness with incremental optimisation progression from the unoptimised (0%) to the fully-optimised (100%)
iteration for 24, 16, 5 and 8-cell metamaterial structures, in that order.

To better understand these results, the strain energy density was assessed in relation to the overall energy storage
capacity of each 3D projected 4-polytope structure over the optimisation process. Figure 7 shows the 5-cell, 8-cell,
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Figure 7: Comparison of optimised 4-polytope projected models with labels (i) to (iv) representing optimisation level: 0% (unoptimised), 33%,
67% and 100% (fully-optimised) structures, respectively. The colour map shows the elastic strain energy density (ESEDEN) distribution in J/cm3

at the compression strain of 0.08 in each structure.

16-cell and 24-cell structures at (i) 0% (ii) 33% (iii) 67% and (iv) 100% of the total optimisation. The colour map
illustrates the distribution of elastic strain energy density within each structure and indicates the geometrical regions
of each structure that contribute the most towards load-bearing under axial compression. Strain energy can be seen to
distribute through more of the solid state continuum from the unoptimised structures through to the fully optimised
structures. As such, the total stored elastic strain energy increases for each structure with respect to the increasing
level of geometrical optimisation. As the ability to store elastic strain energy correlates directly with metamaterial
stiffness, the fully optimised structures consequently exhibit the highest stiffness values. When factored against their
final apparent densities, we find that the fully-optimised structures in each set also have the highest specific stiffness
values within each set as shown previously in Figure 6. The fully-optimised structures that distribute strain energy
more effectively through the solid state continuum of each structure (5-cell and 8-cell) also absorb higher levels of
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elastic strain energy and this contributes to their higher compressive modulus and thus higher specific stiffness values.
Structures with more localised strain energy (16-cell and 24-cell) have comparatively lower specific stiffness values.
This is related to the effectiveness in the distribution of elastic strain energy through a greater volume of the body
of the material, which is therefore a key design consideration as it contributes towards the overall stiffness of the
structure. Structures comprising lower levels of internal geometrical complexity (5-cell and 8-cell) are noticeably
more resistant to compressive loading than more complex structures (16-cell and 24-cell). This is primarily because
3D projected 4-polytope metamaterials with higher levels of geometrical complexity have more slender edges and
sharper corner features. This combination of geometrical features results in the localisation of higher strain energies
at lower loads.

3.2. Experimental testing results

Figure 8 plots the experimentally measured specific stiffness values against experimental specific yield strength
values for each of the 3D projected 4-polytopes. The arithmetic mean of each specific property is shown based on five
specimens tested for each structure (n = 5), and the vertical and horizontal bars represent the total range of measured
experimental values for each measured property. To enable comparison against more common structures, the chart
includes the data points for the 3-dimensional cubically symmetrical gyroids, and the hexagonal honeycomb struc-
tures (tested out-of-plane), which were manufactured in the same way as the 4-polytope projected metamaterials (cf.
Section 2.3). In this figure, 3D projected 4-polytopes follow the same trend as has been predicted by the simulations.
The 8-cell metamaterials exhibit the highest specific stiffness with an average value of 0.68 MNm/kg, followed by
the 5, 16 and 24-cell metamaterials, which have average values of 0.43, 0.28 and 0.19 MNm/kg, respectively. The
experimental results furthermore indicate that the specific yield strength values follow a similar trend with the 8-cell
metamaterials having the highest value of 22.8 kNm/kg, followed by the 5-cell, 16-cell and 24-cell metamaterials.
Metamaterial designs with (a) less complex internal structures and (b) geometric features more closely in-line with
the direction of loading, perform noticeably better in terms of specific stiffness and specific yield strength. Such a
trend aligns well with the strain energy density results summarised in Figure 7, which showed that the structures with
a less distributed strain energy density have a lower overall capacity to store strain energy and hence exhibit a lower
overall stiffness.

Figure 8: Comparison of experimental results of 4-polytope projected metamaterials to honeycomb and gyroid structures (n = 5).
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Figure 8 also demonstrates that each of the 3D projected 4-polytope metamaterials outperform a cubically sym-
metric 3D gyroid in terms of both specific stiffness and specific yield strength. All structures exhibit a lower specific
stiffness than a hexagonal honeycomb tested in the out-of-plane direction, however, it should also be noted that there
is overlap between the 8-cell and honeycomb error bars and as such the best of the experimental 8-cell metamaterials
are as high in specific stiffness as the least of the honeycomb structures tested out-of-plane. In addition, the 8-cell
tesseract outperforms the hexagonal honeycomb by 17.3% in terms of its specific yield strength. This is due to that
the 8-cell metamaterial has thin-wall features oriented in the axis of loading, in a similar manner to those of the
hexagonal honeycomb when loaded in an out-of-plane direction. An arrangement of this kind benefits both the overall
stiffness and strength of a structure and additionally, the optimised geometry of the 8-cell metamaterial minimises
any internal stress concentrations. The combination of the two aforementioned factors is plausibly the reason for why
the 8-cell metamaterial has such a high specific yield strength. One significant difference between the 3D projected
4-polytope metamaterials and the out-of-plane honeycomb, is that the 4-polytope projected metamaterials have the
same mechanical properties in all three orthogonal axes (i.e. they are cubically symmetric). This is highly dissimilar
to the honeycomb structures, which are essentially 2D hexagonal packings extruded orthogonally in a 3rd axis. While
they have a very high specific stiffness in the out-of-plane direction, they are also very weak and of low stiffness in
their in-plane axes, deforming significantly when loaded in-plane [35].

Tables 3 and 4, provide experimental and simulation results for specific stiffnesses and specific yield strengths,
respectively. Statistical details are included for the experimental phases of the work (experimental range, standard
deviation and the coefficient of variance (CoV)), and a comparison is also made between the simulation results for

each sample set as a percentage difference and a Z-score (Z), where in the case of specific stiffness, Z =
E
ρ −

Ē
ρ

S and

in the case of specific yield strength, Z =
σy
ρ −

σ̄y
ρ

S , and S is the standard deviation of the sample set. From these
tables, we note that the simulations are overall between 18.9% and 28.2% different from the arithmetic mean of
the sample sets when comparing for specific stiffness, and between 9.8% and 22.9% different from the arithmetic
mean of the sample sets when comparing for specific yield strength. The Z-scores range between 2.88 and 8.33, and
1.21 and 5.57 when comparing between simulation and experiment for specific stiffness and specific yield strength,
respectively. The simulated specific yield strength results are also the most accurate for the 8-cell metamaterial with
the percentage difference from the experimental results being 9.82%, while the values for the 5-cell, 16-cell and 24-cell
were found to be 19.95%, 22.94% and 20.51% respectively. Following the same trend, the 8-cell based structure has
the lowest Z-score value of 1.21 while the 16-cell has the highest value of 5.57. The 8-cell structures have the lowest
Z-score in each case (2.88 and 1.21) indicating that the 8-cell manufactured samples are the closest in properties to
the properties predicted through simulation. Figure 9 shows how the simulated stress-strain curves for each of the
4-polytope projections tend to lie closer to the upper bound of the experimental ranges in each sample set. While
the stress-strain curves of the 8-cell, 16-cell and 24-cell simulations are reasonably close to the experimental curves,
the 5-cell simulations are less correlated with the experimental test results. Reasons for why the experimental stress-
strain curves are generally slightly lower than the simulation curves most likely originates from limitations related
to specimen manufacture. As discussed in section 2.3, the specimen weight was found to be higher than the model
mass due to surplus resin that accumulated within the 3D printed structures. Inconsistencies in resin deposition are a
plausible cause for unpredicated stress distributions leading to the development of stress concentrations. In addition
to this, since in the post-curing process, samples are exposed to heat and UV light to increase the cross-linking of the
polymer, the post-curing rate of each 4-polytope projection is unique, as curing is affected by the distinctive geometry
of a structure, and its surface area to volume ratio. As such, there are variable levels of curing not only within
individual samples, but also between the different sample sets. Variability between the samples is obvious from the
experimental results in Figure 9 and since the simulation results represent fully cured, and ideally cured structures, the
simulation predictions will naturally tend towards a more mechanically ideal upper bound from the experimentally
measured samples.

The specific properties discussed thus far have been achieved by means of maximising the elastic energy stored
in each of the 4-polytope projections. Ascertaining how a focus on strain energy optimisation might also impact
other mechanical properties is a worthwhile exercise, as it allows for the further comparison of 4-polytope projected
metamaterials over a wider range of mechanical properties. Representative compressive stress-strain curves from
each of the experimental tests are provided in Figure 10 (a) and the following properties are compared in Table 5:
Young’s modulus (in compression), yield strength, compressive strength, modulus of resilience, and the modulus of
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5-cell 24-cell16-cell8-cell

Figure 9: Upper and lower experimental bound stress-strain curves, and simulation stress-strain curves for 5-cell, 8-cell, 16-cell and 24-cell 4-
polytope projections.

Table 3: Mean specific stiffness values
(

Ē
ρ

)
results for experimental samples: 5, 8, 16 and 24-cell metamaterials, as well as gyroid and honeycomb

structures and specific stiffness values
(

E
ρ

)
for simulated models: 5, 8, 16 and 24-cell metamaterials.

Experimental 5-cell 8-cell 16-cell 24-cell Gyroid Hex honeycomb
Mean specific stiffness

(
Ē
ρ

)
(MNm/kg)

0.43 0.68 0.28 0.19 0.17 0.89

Upper value 0.46 0.77 0.33 0.20 0.17 1.06
Lower value 0.39 0.56 0.24 0.18 0.17 0.76
Median 0.42 0.68 0.27 0.19 0.17 0.91
Standard deviation 0.022 0.066 0.028 0.006 0.001 0.100
CoV 5.09% 9.80% 10.01% 3.37% 0.85% 11.17%

Simulation
Specific stiffness

(
E
ρ

)
(MNm/kg) 0.53 0.87 0.39 0.24 N/A N/A

Percentage diff. (sim. vs exp.) 18.9% 21.8% 28.2% 20.8% N/A N/A
Z-score 4.55 2.88 3.93 8.33 N/A N/A

toughness. The standard deviation (SD) and the coefficient of variation (CoV) are also provided for each property in
each sample set. The experimental 8-cell metamaterial samples exhibit the highest mean Young’s modulus out of all
of the sample sets at 145.01 MPa. This is 12.6% higher when compared against the mean Young’s modulus of the
hexagonal honeycomb, which was 128.75 MPa out-of-plane. The 5-cell and 16-cell based metamaterials outperform
the gyroid samples exhibiting mean Young’s modulus values of 70.53, 43.52 and 15.30 MPa, respectively. The
structure with the lowest stiffness out of the 4-polytope projections is the 24-cell, which has a mean Young’s modulus
of 11.73 MPa. The CoV ranges between 0.85% and 11.17% for all sample sets, and demonstrates a high level of
consistency in the experimentally measured Young’s modulus values in each of the sample sets. Similar trends are
evident when observing the mean yield and compressive strength properties. Here, the 8-cell metamaterial exhibits
the highest mean yield and compressive strength values at 4.90 MPa and 5.91 MPa, respectively. The yield strength
value is 175% higher and the compressive strength is 150% higher when compared against the hexagonal honeycomb
tested out-of-plane, which yields on average at 2.80 MPa and reaches a maximum compressive strength on average
at 3.95 MPa. The 5-cell and 16-cell yield and compressive strengths surpass those of the gyroid, while the 24-cell
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Table 4: Mean specific yield strength values
( σ̄y
ρ

)
results for experimental samples: 5, 8, 16 and 24-cell metamaterials, as well as gyroid and

honeycomb structures, and specific strength values
(σy
ρ

)
for simulated models: 5, 8, 16 and 24-cell metamaterials.

Experimental 5-cell 8-cell 16-cell 24-cell Gyroid Hex honeycomb
Mean specific yield strength

(
σ̄y

ρ

)
(kNm/kg)

12.62 22.80 7.16 6.28 5.72 19.43

Upper value 13.59 25.58 7.69 6.65 5.86 22.95
Lower value 10.62 19.32 6.72 5.53 5.46 16.96
Median 13.57 22.73 7.17 6.41 5.81 19.22
Standard deviation 1.226 2.046 0.383 0.417 0.152 2.032
CoV 9.7% 9.0% 5.4% 6.6% 2.7% 10.5%

Simulations
Specific yield strength

(
σy

ρ

)
(kNm/kg) 15.76 25.28 9.29 7.90 N/A N/A

Percentage diff. (sim. vs exp.) 20.0% 9.8% 22.9% 20.5% N/A N/A
Z-score 2.56 1.21 5.57 3.89 N/A N/A

(a) (b)

Figure 10: (a) Representative compressive stress-strain curves for each of the experimental sample sets (3D projected 4-polytopes, gyroids and
hexagonal honeycombs), and (b) the compressive strength normalised by bulk Young’s modulus plotted against the relative density of the sample -
the data points are plotted against generalised area plots for different metamaterial structures at the nano, micro and macro length scales.

metamaterial, which also has the lowest apparent density, is the weakest of the six structures under scrutiny. The
experimental data additionally suggests that the 8-cell followed by the 5-cell metamaterials, have a higher ability to
absorb elastic energy when compared against the hexagonal honeycomb samples, outperforming the latter by 3.4 and
1.9 times, respectively. When compared to the 3-dimensional gyroid, all of the 4-polytope projected metamaterials
exhibit a higher modulus of resilience, demonstrating the suitability of these structures in applications where elastic
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Table 5: Summary of experimentally obtain mechanical properties: Young’s modulus (compression), yield and compressive strength, modulus of
resilience and modulus of toughness for 4-polytope projected metamaterials, and for gyroid and hexagonal honeycomb structures.

5-cell 8-cell 16-cell 24-cell Gyroid Hex honeycomb
Young’s modulus, (MPa) 70.53 145.01 43.52 11.73 15.30 128.75
SD 3.59 14.21 4.36 0.39 0.13 14.38
CoV 5.09% 9.80% 10.01% 3.37% 0.85% 11.17%
Yield strength, (MPa) 2.09 4.90 1.13 0.38 0.51 2.80
SD 0.20 0.44 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.29
CoV 9.72% 8.97% 5.35% 6.64% 2.66% 10.46%
Compressive strength, (MPa) 3.47 5.91 1.22 0.44 0.65 3.95
SD 0.28 0.56 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.44
CoV 8.14% 9.45% 3.79% 3.33% 1.04% 11.12%
Modulus of resilience, (kJ/m3) 53.50 95.32 14.37 7.88 6.29 27.95
SD 12.30 11.97 2.44 1.01 1.09 4.40
CoV 22.99% 12.56% 17.02% 12.85% 17.26% 15.74%
Modulus of toughness, (kJ/m3) 130.21 294.50 32.04 14.52 48.62 239.16
SD 14.48 32.71 7.57 1.43 10.50 37.43
CoV 11.12% 11.11% 23.62% 9.84% 21.60% 15.65%

Table 6: Apparent and relative densities of simulated and experimentally tested samples.
Simulations Experimental

Apparent density, (kg/m3) Relative density Apparent density, (kg/m3) Relative density
5-cell 154.00 13.22% 165.54 14.21%
8-cell 199.48 17.12% 214.73 18.43%
16-cell 139.24 11.95% 157.59 13.53%
24-cell 54.65 4.69% 61.09 5.24%
Gyroid N/A N/A 89.02 7.64%
Honeycomb N/A N/A 144.02 12.36%

energy storage in compression is a key design consideration. Nevertheless, as compressive loading increases beyond
the elastic limit, the 4-polytope projected metamaterials display a relatively short plastic region when compared to
that of the honeycomb and gyroid structures. Moreover, the plastic regions of the 4-polytope projected metamaterials
are coupled to catastrophic failure soon after reaching maximum compressive strength. As such, the 4-polytope
projected metamaterials are significantly more brittle than the honeycomb and gyroid structures, which is in turn an
artifact of an optimisation process that favoured elastic energy storage. It can therefore be inferred that maximising
the elastic strain energy storage capacity of a metamaterial concurrently minimises its ability to gradually release
energy through plastic deformation and as such, catastrophic failure is an expected mechanical behaviour that is borne
through the optimisation process. Finally, the modulus of toughness is highest in the 8-cell metamaterial (294.50
kJ/m3), followed by the hexagonal honeycomb (239.16 kJ/m3). The 5-cell metamaterial fails at the strain of 0.074
and has a modulus of toughness of 130.21 kJ/m3, which is higher 2.68 times higher than that for a gyroid over its
complete 0.08 strain range. The toughness values for 16-cell and 24-cell metamaterials are significantly lower (32.04
and 14.52 kJ/m3, respectively). This is ultimately a consequence of sample fracture at low strain values. The 16-
cell metamaterials failed on average at a strain of 0.04, while the 24-cell metamaterials failed at an average strain
of 0.055. In Figure 10 (b) the compressive strength normalised by the bulk Young’s modulus of fully cured solid
resin is plotted against the relative density of the sample provided in Table 6. This is a normalisation method by
which means the strength gain of metamaterials can be visualised [48]. In this figure, the data points are plotted
against generalised area plots for different metamaterial structures at the nano, micro and macro length scales, based
on data from [48]. Honeycomb structures tested in the out-of-plane direction are generally expected to display a
high normalised compressive strength at relatively low densities, and this is observed in Figure 10 (b), where the
(macro-scale) honeycomb is at a level that is typically a lower level of nanostructures, which themselves ordinarily
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have normalised strengths above those of macro-structures. Noting this, it can also be observed that the (macro-scale)
8-cell metamaterials have higher normalised strength and relative density values than the honeycomb structures, while
5-cell metamaterials are similar to honeycombs. Contrarily, the gyroid and 24-cell metamaterials exhibit a notably
lower normalised strength with respect to their relative densities, while the 16-cell metamaterials show fairly typical
properties for generic macro-structures such as macrolattices.

Table 7: Calculations of constants C and D using experimental data in Tables 5 and 6.
C D

5-cell 0.30 0.25
8-cell 0.45 0.44
16-cell 0.20 0.14
24-cell 0.15 0.14
Gyroid 0.13 0.12
Honeycomb 0.65 0.39

As mentioned in Section 1, Choi and Lee [47] hypothesise that the strength and stiffness of strut-based hypercubes
(i.e. strut-based tesseracts) can be represented as

(
E∗
Es

)
= C

(
ρ∗
ρs

)a
and

(
σ∗
σs

)
= D

(
ρ∗
ρs

)b
, and conclude that in hypercubes

where the pore space is unfilled, a = b = 1.11 and C = 0.023 while D = 0.01. Taking the mean values of the Young’s
modulus and yield stress from Table 5 as inputs for E∗ and σ∗, the experimental relative densities from Table 6 as
input values for ρ∗

ρs
, and and a = b = 1.11, the C and D constants are calculated and shown for each of the structures

in Table 7. The C and D constants provide value as they allude to residual stiffness and strength, respectively, as
reduced stiffnesses and strengths from a solid block of material due to the presence of pore space. There is a large
difference between C and D for the honeycomb structures, which indicates that while these structures are superior
in terms of stiffness (C = 0.65), they lose significant mechanical value when it comes to strength (D = 0.39), and
this may be due to how honeycombs will buckle causing an onset of plastic straining, after which they crumble. 5-
cell and 16-cell metamaterials also display notable differences between C and D constants however, these are not as
extreme as in honeycomb structures. Both 8-cell and 24-cell metamaterials, as well as gyroids, retain relative closeness
between their C and D constants, indicating that both strength and stiffness are equally reduced from the bulk material
properties due to pore space. Nevertheless, the optimised 8-cell metamaterial structures have significantly higher C
and D constants than have previously been reported [47] exceeding the previous constants for tesseracts by ca. 20-
fold and 44-fold in terms of stiffness and strength, respectively. It should be nevertheless be noted that the properties
of mechanical metamaterials are governed by architecture, length scale and material composition as affected by the
manufacturing, in parallel [48]. As such, the comparisons made herein are primarily to showcase how 3D projected
4D geometries compare in terms of residual strength and stiffness as reduced through the presence of pore space. What
we find here therefore, is that architecture has a profound effect on the relative consistency of properties. Cubically
symmetric structures display the greatest levels of consistency in terms of both strength and stiffness reductions from
the presence of unfilled, empty spaces (porosity), while of these, tesseract, octaplex and gyroid structures are the most
consistent.

4. Conclusions

This paper proposes for the first time, the use of 3D projections of 4D geometries (4-polytopes) as a basis for
metamaterial design and optimisation. Our research clearly demonstrates that this new class of mechanical metama-
terial has considerable potential as cubically symmetrical structures with superior properties of specific stiffness and
strength. While such structures have the obvious benefit of being enablers of multi-directional mechanical resistance,
certain forms e.g. 8-cell (tesseract) and 24-cell (octaplex) structures, reduce equally from the original bulk proper-
ties in terms of strength and stiffness, with respect to pore-space. This characteristic is not seen in more common
honeycomb structures, though it is evident in gyroids, most plausibly because the gyroids are also cubically sym-
metric. Genetic algorithms coupled with parametric optimisation have improved the properties of specific stiffness
of 4-polytope projections by ca. 65%, 38%, 137% and 78% for 5-cell (pentatope), 8-cell (tesseract), 16-cell (ortho-
plex) and 24-cell (octaplex) metamaterials. Nevertheless, only certain structures amongst the optimised 4-polytope
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projections show significant promise in terms of their final properties. In particular, the optimised 8-cell tesseract
has a higher specific yield strength than even hexagonal honeycomb structures loaded in the out-of-plane direction,
and their specific stiffness values are within the same range of values measured for the honeycombs. Both the 8-
cell tesseract as well as the 5-cell pentatope, in similitude to the honeycomb structures, have very high normalised
compressive strengths and lie within the range of values for nanolattice based metamaterials when plotted against
their relative densities, the 8-cell tesseract being the highest of the three aforementioned structures. The optimisa-
tion methodology and corresponding results evidence that there is validity and significance in developing advanced
mechanical metamaterials from 3D projections of 4-polytopes. The parametric design approach in combination with
evolutionary algorithm based optimisation used herein, demonstrates that mechanical performance can be enhanced
whilst maintaining lightweightness. The cubically symmetrical nature of 4-polytope projections offers great advan-
tages for maintaining structural stiffness for multi-axial loading, which is beneficial in many real-life applications. As
shown herein, the proposed design framework can also be used to optimise other mechanical properties besides the
properties of specific stiffness and strength.

5. Data Availability

Data for this paper will be available on the Edinburgh Data Share website (https://datashare.ed.ac.uk/).
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